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Docket tio. 50-298

14Ei10RNiDUM FOR: Thomas it. Ilovak, Assistant Director for Operating Reactors, DL
~

FRCM: Themis P.-Speis. Assistant Director for Reactor Safety, DSI

- SUBJECT: COOPER 110 CLEAR STATI0H SIliGLE LOOP OPERATION, HEBRASTA
PUBLIC POWER DISTRICT

Plant flame: Cooper lluclear Station
Dochet Rumber: 50-298
ILSSS Supplier: General Electric
Responsible Branch: 023-2
Project lianager; B. L. Siegel
Review Status: Co:nplete
TAC flumber: 42418

Cooper SER for Single Loop Operation (SLO) with power operatica limited to 50%
was issued on December 10, 1981. The following requirements were among the
conditions for SLO. a) APR4 flux noise will be measured once per shift and
the recirculation pump speed will be reduced if the flux noise exceeds 5-percent
peak to peak, b) The core plate delta noise be measured once per shift and the
recirculation pump speed will be. reduced if the noise exceeds 1 psi peak to peak.

The staff requires that the licensee perfom daily surveillance on the jet
pumps to ensure that the pressure drop for one jet pump in a loop does not
vary from the mean of all jet pumps in that loop by more than 5%.

The above requirements were imposed based on SLO experience of other BWRs
especially Browns Ferry-l. But the licensee (t:ebraska Public Power District)
during a tele-conference on February 11, 1982 has indicated that the operating
margins we imposed for APPJi flux noise and core plate delta noise are too

| stringent and too difficult to confom during SLO. The licensee requested relief
,

from the 5% margin we specified. The licensee proposed that they will monitor
the noises at about 40% of power for a reasor.able time period of 1/2 hour to
I hour and the operating margin they get will be increased by a maximum of
50% to get the allowable margin at 50% power.
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The noise levels at Cooper during SLO may not be same as other BWRs, and it '

may vary during different power and flow conditions. 1.'e believe the proposed
method to determine the operating margins for the flux nosie and core plate
delta noise during SLO give sufficient conservatism to satisfy our BF-1 concerns
hence is acceptable. The licensee may be informed accordingly.

M ical Signed By8
1

hemis p, spej, |

Themis P. Speis, Assistant Director
for Reactor Safety, DSI

cc: B. Siegel
D. Vassallo
R. Clark

iC. Berlinger |

RSS Section Leaders
RSB Section B 11 embers

|G. Thomas |
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Docket No.: 50-298
MEMORANDUM FOR: Thomas M. Novak, Assistant Director for Operating Reactors

Division of Licensing

FROM: Themis P. Spefs, Assistant Director for Reactor Safety
Division of Systems Integration

SUBJECT: SAFETY EVALUATION OF COOPER NUCLEAR STATION SINGLE LOOP
OPERATION

Plant Name: Cooper Nuclear Station
Docket Number: 50-298

i NSSS Supplier: General Electric
Responsible Branch: ORB-2
-Project Manager: B. L. Siegel
Review Status: Complete '

.

Enclosed is the Safety Evaluation Report to permit Cooper Nuclear Station to
operate on a single loop with power limited to 50%. This completes one action
under multiplant item E-04. (TAC #42418)

[ G:nV -, \ .caf W .-
Themis P. Speis, Assistant Director

for Reactor Safety
Division of Systems Integration

Enclosure:
As stated

cc: DSI Record Copy (P. Triplett)
R. Mattson
D. Eisenhut
C. Liang
G. Mazetis
B. Sheron
S. Gupta
C. Berlinger
W. Hodges-

B. L. Siegel
Richard Clark
T. A. Ippolito

,

G. Thomas
,

CONTACT: f

G. Thomas, X29445
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ENCLOSURE

SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT N-1 LOOP OPERATION,

COOPER NUCLEARCSTATION (CNS)
.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The current CNS Technical Specifications do not allow plant operation beyond 24

hours if an idle recirculation loop cannot be returned to service. The ability

to operate at reduced power with a single loop is highly desirable from availa-

bility/ outage planning standpoint in the event.that maintenance or component
'

'

unavailability renders one loop inoperable.4

.

By letter' dated August 5,1980, Nebraska Public Power District (the licensee) re-

quested changes to the Technical Specification for Single Loop Operation of CNS.

The licensee submitted additional information in letter dated April 24, 1981..

The requested changes would permit CNS to operate at up to 72% of rated power with

. one recirculation loop out of service for unlimited time. While analyses indicate

that it may be safe to operate BWRs on a single loop in the range of 72% of rated
.!

. power, the experience (reference letter from L. M. Mills, TVA dated March 17, 1980

, to H. Denton, NRC) at Browns Berry Unit I has caused concern about flow and power
i

'

oscillations. However, because single loop operation at 50% rated power at
!-

several plants, including Browns Ferry, has shown to result in acceptable flow and;

| power characteristics, we will permit the CNS to operate at power levels up to 50%

of rated with one loop out of service during Cycle 7. -

.

If requested, we will reconsider opeiation up to 72% of rated power for CNS with

one recirculation loop out of service after staff concerns stemming from Browns

Ferry Unit 1 single loop operation are satisfied.

|
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2 ' EVALUATION-

2.1 Accidents (Other than loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) and Transients Affected By
One Recirculation Loop Out of Service j

2.1.1 One Pump Seizure Accident

The licensee states that the one-pump seizure accident is a relatively mild event

during two recirculation pump operation. Similar analyses were performed to de-

termine the impact this accident would have on one recirculation pump operation.

These analyses were performed using NRC approved models for a large core BWR/4

plant. The analyses were conducted from steady-state operation at the following

initial conditions, with the added condition of one inactive recirculation loop.

Two sets of initial conditions were assumed:

a. Thermal Power = 75% and core flow = 58% of rated

b. Thermal Power = 82% and core flow = 56% of rated

These conditions were chosen because they represent reasonable upper limits of

single-loop operation within existing Maximum Average Planar Linear heat Generation
i

Rate (MAPLHGR) and Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) limits at the same maximum

pump speed. Pump seizure was simulated by setting the single operating pump

speed to zero instantaneously.

The anticipated sequence of events following a recirculation pump seizure which

occurs during plant operation with the alternate recirculation loop out of service

is as follows:

a. The recirculation loop flow in the loop in which the pump seizure
occurs drops instantaneously to zero..

b. Core voids increase which result in a negative reactivity insertion
and a sharp decrease in neutron flux.

c. Heat flux drops more slowly because of the fuel time constant.

d. Neutron flux, heat flux, reactor water level, steam flow, and feedwater
_

flow all exhibit transient behaviors. However, it is not anticipated
that the increase in water level will cause a turbine trip and result
in scram.

.

. |
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It is expected that the transient will terminate at a condition of natural circu-

lation and reactor operation will continue. There will also be a small decrease
'

; in system pressure.

The licensee concludes that the MCPR for the pump seizure accident for the large

core BWR/4. plant was determined to be greater than the fuel cladding integrity
.

safety limit; therefore, no fuel failures were postulated to occur as a result of'

this analyzed event. These results are applicable to CNS.
!

'

2.1.2 Abnormal Tra'nsients

2.1.2.1 a. Idle Loop Startup

The idle loop startup transient was analyzed, in the CNS FSAR, with an initial

power of 60%. The licensee is to operate at no greater than 50% power with one
,

loop out of service. Additionally, the Technical Specifications are being modi-
i

fied to require that, during single loop operation, the suction valve in the idle
i

loop be shut and electrically disconnected. These measures are being taken to
.

preclude startup of an idle loop.;

,

;

b. Flow Increase
;

For single-loop operation, the rated condition steady-state MCPR limit is in-

creased by 0.01 to account for increased uncertainties in the core total flow.

and Traversing In-core Probe (TIP) readings. The MCPR will vary depending on
.

'

fic,w conditions. This leads to the possibility of a large inadvertent flow in-

crease which could cause the MCPR to decrease below the Safety Limit for a low

initial MCPR at reduced flow conditions. Therefore, the required MCPR must he

increased at reduced core flow by a flow factor, K . The K factors aref f

derived assuming both recirculation loop pumps increase speed to the maximum permitted
,

by the scooo tube oosition set screws. This condition maximizes the onwer in-

crease and hence the AMCPR for transients initiated from less than rated conditions.
!

When operating on one loop the flow and power increase will be less than associated

'

. . _ ._.. - -_. _ _ _ _ . _ - . _ _ _ . __ ._ . _ _ _ . _ _ _
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factors derived from the two-with two pumps increasing speed, therefore, the Kf

pump assumption are conservative for single-loop operation,

c. Rod Withdrawal Error

The rod withdrawal error at rated power is given in the FSAR for the initial core

and in cycle dependent reload supplemental submittals. These analyses are per-

formed to demonstrate that, even if the operator ignores all instrument indications

and the alarm which could occur during the course of the transients, the rod ' block

system will stop rod withdrawal at a minimum critical power ratio which is higher

than the fuel cladding integrity safety limit. Correction of the rod block equa-

tion and lower initial power for single-loop operation assures that the MCPR safety

limit is not violated.

One-pump operation results in backflow through 10 of the 20 jet pumps while flow

is being supplied to the lower plenum from the active jet pumps. Because of this

backflow through the inactive jet pumps the present rod-block equation and APRM

settings must be modified. The licensee has modified the two-pump rod block

equation and APRM settings that exist in the Technical Specification for one-pump

operation and the staff has found them acceptable.

The staff finds that one loop transients and accidents other than LOCA, which is

discussed below, are bounded by the two loop operation analysis and are therefore

acceptable.

2.2 Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)

The licensee has contracted General Electric Co. (GE) to perform single loop opera-

tion analysis for CNS LOCA. The licensee states that evaluation of these calcula-

tions (that are performed according to the procedure outlined in NED0-20566-2, Rev.1)

indicates that a multiplier of 0.84 (7x7 fuel), 0.86 (8x8 fuel), 0.77 (8x8R fuel)

(Ref: - NEDE 24258 May 1980) and 0.77 (P8x8R) should be applied to the MAPLHGR -

, . - , - _ - . _ . - . . - - , , . - - _ -
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limits for single loop operation of the CNS.
1
|

!
'

We find the use of these MAPLHGR multipliers to be acceptable.

3. Thermal Hydraulics

The licensee has confirmed that analysis uncertainties are independent of whetner

ficw is provided by two loops or single loop. The only exceptions to this are

core total flow and TIP reading. The effect of these uncertainties is an in-

crease in the MCPR by .01, which is more than offset by the K factor required
f

at low flows. The steady state operating MCPR with single-loop operation will be

conservatively established by multiplying the K factor to the rated flow MCPR
f

limit.

4. Stability Analysis

'

As indicated in the applicant's submittal NED0-24258, operating along with the

minimum forced recirculation line with one pump running at minimum speed is more

j' stable than operating with natural circulation flow only, but is less stable than
i

| operating with both pumps operating at minimum speed.
!

The licensee will be required to operate in master manual to reduce the effects

of instabilities due to controller feedback. The staff has accepted previous

stability analyses results as evidence that the core can be operated safely while

| our generic evaluation of BWR stability characteristics and analysis methods con-
|

tinues. The previous stability analysis results include natural circulation con-
,

1

j ditions and thus bound the single loop operation. We conclude that with appropriate

limitations to recognize and avoid operating instabilities, that the reactor can

be operated safely'in the single loop mode. Our evaluation of the flow / power

j oscillations evidenced in Bmwns Ferry will continue and any conclusions resulting

from this study will be applied to CNS.

!

, .
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5. SUMMARY ON SINGLE LOOP OPERATION I

1. Steady State Thermal Power Level will not exceed 50%

Operating at 50% power with appropriate T-S changes was approved on a long term

basis for the Duane Arnold Plant and Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 (Safety Evaluation

Reports (SER) dated November 19, 1981 and May 15, 1981 respectively). Authoriza-

tion for single loop operation for extended periods was also given to Dresden Unit 2

and 3 and Quad Cities Units 1 and 2 (SER July 9, 1981). It was concluded that for

operation at 50% power transient and accident bounds would not be exceeded for3

these plants.

2. Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) Safety Limit will be Increased by 0.01 to
1.08

The MCPR Safety Limit will be increased by 0.01 to account for increased uncertain-

p,d ties in core flow and Traversing IncoreProbe (TIP) readings. The licensee has re-
(.-

ported that this increase in the MCPR Safety Limit was addressed in GE reports

specifically for CNS for one loop operation. On the basis of previous staff reviews

for Duane Arnold and Peach Bottom and on our review of plant comparisons we find

this analysis acceptable for CNS.

3. Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO)
will be Increased by 0.01 to 1.24,1.25,1.25 and 1.25 for 7x7, 8x8, 8x8R,
P8x8R Fuel Respectively

The staff require that the operating limit MCPR be increased by 0.01 and multiplied
#

by the appropriate two loop Kf factors that are in the CNS T-S. This will preclude
*

an inadvertent flow ipcrease from causing the MCPR to drop below the safety limit
,

MCPR. This was also approved by the staff for Peach Bottom 2 and 3.

4. The Maximum Average Planar Linear Heat Generation Rate (MAPLHGR) Limits will
be Reduced by Appropriate Multipliers

The licensee proposed reducing the T-S MAPLHGR by 0.84 (7x7 fuel); 0.86 (8x8 fuel);

0.77 (8x8R) and 0.77 (P8x8R) for single loop operation. These reductions were base /
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| on analyses by General Electric (GE) in reports NEDE 24011-P-A-1 and NEDO 24258.

The Peach Bottom units were allowed to operate with their MAPL'HGR values reduced

by factors of 0.71, 0.83, and 0.81.for'an unlimited period of time for the first
,

three types of fuel listed above.

5. The APRM Scram and Rod Block Setpoints and RBM Setpoints will be Reduced
,

j The licensee proposed to modify the two loop APRM Scram, Rod Block and Rod Block

q -".1 % Monitor (RBM) setpoints to account for back flow through half the jet pumps. The,

,[ changes were based on plant specific' analyses by GE. These s'etpoints equations
,

will be changed in the CNS T-S. The above changes are similar to the Peach Bottom

T-S changes and are acceptable to the staff.>

.

6. The Suction Valve in the Idle Loop is Closed and Electrically Isolated

The licensee will close the recirculation pump suction valve and remove power from
3 the valve. In the event of a loss of coolant accident this would preclude partial,

|, loss of LPCI flow through the recirculation loop degrading the intended LPCI per-
'

formance. The removal of power also helps to preclude a start up of an idle loop

transient.
!

7. The Recirculation Control will be in Manual Control
,

The staff requires that the licensee operate the recirculation system in the
!

: manual mode to eliminate the need for control system analyses and to reduce the

effects of potential flow instabilities. This was also required of Peach Bottom.'

| 8. Surveillance Requirements

* The staff requires that the licensee perform daily surveillance on the jet pumps

to ensure that the pressure drop for one jet pump g a lo,op_d,oes_n_ol vary,Lram
, ,

the mean of all jet pumps in that loop by more than 5%.

4

1

5
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9. Provisions to Allow Operation with One Recirculation Loop out of Service
l

1. The steady-state thermal power level will not exceed 50% of rated

2. The Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) Safety Limit will be increased

by .01 to 1.08 (T.S. 1.1A)

3. The MCPR Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) will be increased by 0.01

to 1.24,1.25,1.25 and 1.25 for 7x7 and 8x8, 8x8R, P8x8R fuel respectively

(T.S.)

4. The Maximum Average Planar Linear Heat Generation Rate (MAPLHGR) limits will

be reduced by multiplying 0.84, 0.86, 0.77, and 0.77 for'7x7, 8x8, 8x8R, P8x8R

fuel respectively (T.S. reference 3-12-1)

5. The APRM Scram and Rod Block Setpoints and the RBM Setpoints, shall be reduced

to read as follows:

T.S. 2.1.A.1 S _ ( .66W + 54% -0.66 AW)
T.S. 2.1.A.1* S _ ( .66W + 54%- 0.66 AW) FRP/MFLPD
T.S. 2.1.A.3 S _ ( .66W + 42% .66 tW)
T.S. 2.1.A.3* S _ ( .66W + 42%- 0.66 aW),

1.S. 3.2.C.

APRM Upscale _( .66W +42%- 0.66 aW)

RBM Upscale _ .66W + 41%

6. The suction valve in the idle loop is closed and electrically isolated until

the idle loop is being prepared for return to service.

7. APRM flux noise will be measured once per shift and the recirculation pump

speed will be reduced if the flux noise exceeds 5-percent peak to oeak.
_

_

8. The core plate delta noise be measured once per shift and the recirculation-

pump speed will be reduced if the noise e_xceeds 1 psi _ peak to peak.
-

Therefore, based upon the above evaluation and a history of successful operation

of other BWRs of the same type as CNS we conclude that single-loop operation of

CNS, up to a power level of 50% and in accordance with the proposed TSs, will not

.

* In the event that MFLPD exceeds FRP.
'

_
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exceed the accident and transient bounds previously found acceptable by the

NRC staff and is therefore acceptable.

>

' The approval for single loop operation up to a power level of 50% is authorized

during cycle 7 only. . . . , , ,

.
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MENOPldlDUM FOR: Thomas H. Novak. Assistant Director for Operating Reactors
Division of Licensing

,
,

FRGM: Themis P. Speis, Assistant Director for Reactor Safety
Division of Systems Integration

,

SUBJECT: SAFETY EVALUATIOR OF PILGRIM NUCLEAR STATION SINGLE LOOP
OPERATIOR,

Plant Name: Pilgrim Huclear Power Station, Unit #1
Docket Nicaber: 50-293
TAC Number: 10825
RSSS Supplier: General Electric
Responsible' Branch: ORB-2
Pro.iect Manager: K. T. Eccleston
Review Status: Complete -

Enclosed is the Safety Evaluation Report to permit Pilgrim Nuclear Station to
operate on a single loop with power limited to 50%. This completes one action-

. (. under mittplant item E-04.4

e

.

Originalsigned by:

Thants P. Spets. Assistant Director
f for Reactor Safety

Division of Systems Integration

Enclosure:
As stated -

%shbn -

cc: DSI Record Copy (P. Triplett)
DCNeY Ei(E.R. Mattson

D. Eisenhut RsS p,]p

G e is
S. Sheron GYCtrc5 NF

]b, eS. Gupta
C. Derlinger
W. Hodges
K. Eccleston
Richan! Clark -

T. A. Ippolito > 1 -
>

( G. Thoc.as y*o
,g .s

ef'h~b*,, 7gqq~; DSI:RSS DSI:RSS DSI:RSB:A/BC DSI:CPB DSI:AD:RS
* ~~ ~#

Thoass:gd Wodges G!'.azetis CBerlinger TSpeis*'

. 12/ /81 12/ /81 12/ /S1 12/ /81 12/ /81
-- - - - . - .. - - . . ._ - __. - ----_.
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ENCLOSURE

/
SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT N-1 LOOP OPERATION

PILGRIM NUCLEAR POWER STATION - UNIT 1 (PNPS 1)

1.0 INTRODUCTIONd

The current PNPS-1 Technical Specifications do not allow plant operation beyond 24

hours if an idle recirculation loop cannot be returned to service. The abil.ity

to operate at reduced power with a single loop is highly desirable from availa-
.

bility/ outage planning standpoint in the event that maintenance or component

unavailability renders one loop inoperable.

'

By BECo letter #81-94 dated May 12, 1981, Boston Edison Company (the licensee) re-

| quested changes to the Technical Specification for Single Loop Operation of PNPS-1.

The requested changes would permit PNPS-1 to operate at up to 50% of rated power with

one recirculation loop out of service.. While analyses indicate that it may be safe

l, to operate BWRs on a single loop in the range of 72% of rated power, the experience

(reference letter from L. M. Mills, TVA dated March 17, 1980 to H. Denton, NRC) at

Browns Ferry Unit I has caused concern about flow and power oscillations. However,

because single loop operation at 50% rated power at several plants, including

Browns Ferry, has shown to result in acceptable flow and power characteristics,

we will permit the PNPS-1 to operate at power levels up to 50% of rated with one

loop out of service' "

If requested, we will consider operation at a higher power level for PNPS-1 with

! one recirculation loop out of service after staff concerns stemming from Browns

Ferry - Unit 1 single loop operation are satisfied.

,(
|

*

1
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2 EVALUATION I

l

1 Accidents (Other than Loss of Coolant Accident ('LOCA)) and Transients Affected By/
One Recirculation loop Out of Service

'

2.1.1 One Pump Seizure Accident

The licensee states that the one-pump seizure accident is a relatively mild event

during two recirculation pump operation. Similar analyses were performed to de-

termine the impact this accident would have on one recirculation pump operation.

These analyses were performed using NRC approved models for a large core BWR/4,

plant. The analyses were conducted from steady-state operation at the following

initial conditions, with the added condition of one inactive recirculation loop.
'

Two sets of initial conditions were assumed:
,

a. Thermal Power = 75% and core flow = 58% of rated

b. Thermal Power = 82% and core flow = 56% of rated

These conditions were chosen because they represent reasonable upper limits of

( single-loop operation within existing Maximum Average Planar Linear Heat Generation

Rate (MAPL'..oR) and Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) limits at the same maximum.

pump speed. Pump seizure was simulated by setting the single operating pump

speed to zero instantaneously.

The anticipated sequence of events following a recirculation pump seizure which

occurs during plant operation with the alternate recirculation loop out of service

is as follows: J-

a. The recirculation loop flow in the loop in which the pump seizure
occurs drops instantaneously to zero.

b. Core voids increase which result in a negative reactivity insertion
and a sharp decrease in neutron flux.

c. Heat flux drops more slowly because of the fuel time constant,
d. Neutron flux, heat flux, reactor water level, steam flow, and feedwater |

flow all exhibit transient behaviors. However, it is not anticipated I
that the increase in water level will cause a turbine trip and result
in scram.

-

j
.

.-

'
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\ It is expected that the transient will terminate at a condition of natural circu-

lation and reactor operation will continue. There will also be a small decrease

in system pressure.

The licensee concludes that the MCPR for the pump seizure accident for the large
~

core BWR/4 plant was detemined to be greater than the fuel cladding integrity

safety limit; therefore, no fuel failures were postulated to occur as a result of

this analyzed event. These results are applicable to PNPS-1.

.

2.1.2 Abnormal Transients .

51.2.1 a. Idle Loop Startup

The idle loop startup transient was analyzed, in the PNPS-1 FSAR, with an initial

power of 70%. The licensee is to operate at no greater than 50% power with one

loop out of service. Additionally, the Technical Specifications are being modi-

fied to require that, during single loop operation, the suction valve in the idle

loop be shut and electrically disconnected. These measures are being taken to

preclude startup of an idle loop.

b. Flow Increase

For single-loop operation, the rated condition steady-stace MCPR limit is in-

creased by 0.01 to account for increased uncertainties in the core total flow

and Traversing In-core Probe (TIP) readings. The MCPR will vary depending on

, flow conditions. This leads to the possibility of a large inadvertent flow in-

crease which could-cause the MCPR to decrease below the Safety Limit for a low

initial MCPR at reduced flow conditions. Therefore, the required MCPR must be

increased at reduced core flow by a flow factor, K . The K factors are
f f

derived assuming both recirculation loop pumps increase speed to the maximum permitted

by the scoop. tube position set screws. This condition maximizes the power in-

crease and hence the AMCPR for transients initiated from less than rated conditions.'

Wh,en operating on one loop the flow and power increase will be less than associated
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\ with two pumps increasing speed, therefore, the,K factors derived from the two-
f

pump assumption are conservative for single-loop operation.

c. Rod Withdrawal Error

The rod withdrawal error at rated power is given in the FSAR for the initial core

and in cycle dependent reload supplemental submittals. These analyses are per-

formed to demonstrate that, even if the operator ignores all instrument indications' '

and the alarm which could occur during the course of the transients, the rod block

system will 'stop rod withdrawal at a minimum critical . power ratio which is higher

than the fuel cladding integrity safety limit. Correction of the rod block ques-

tion and lower initial power for single-loop operation assures that the MCPR safety

limit is not violated.

One-pump operation results in backfiow through 10 of the 20 jet pumps while flow

is being supplied to the lower plenn from the active jet pumps. Because of this,

backflow through the inactive jet pumps the present rod-block equation and APRM

settings must be modified. The licensee has modified the two-pump rod block

equation and APRM settings that exists in the Technical Specification for one-pump

operation and the staff has found them acceptable.

The staff finds that one loop transients and accidents other th'an LOCA, which is
~

*

discussed below, are bounded by the two loop operation analysis and are therefore

acceptable.

i |
2.2 Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) |

'

The licensee has contracted General Electric Co. (GE) to perform single loop opera- |

tion analysis for PNPS-1 LOCA. Single loop analysis for the ECCS limits was performed
/( with no credit for the core spray heat transfer system. The licensee states that

! evaluation of these calculations (that are performed according to the procedure
| . . . -

--

_ : _ _ _ . _ _ ._. _. _ _ _._ _ __ _ ._. ___ _ . . _ .- . _ _ _ . _ _
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outlined in NED0-20566-2, Rev.1) indicates that a multiplier of 0.84 (8x8 fuel)

and 0.84 (8x8R fuel) (Ref: - NEDE 24268 June 1980) should be applied to the MAPLHGR

limits for single loop operation of the PNPS-1.

We find the use of these MAPLHGR multipliers to be acceptable. -

3. Thermal Hydraulics
"

The licensee has confirmed that analysis uncertainties are independent of whether.

flow is provided by two loops or single loop. The only exceptions to this are

core total flow and TIP reading. The effect of these uncertainties is an in-

crease in the MCPR by .01, which is more than offset by the K factor required
f

at low flows. The steady state operating MCPR with single-loop operation will be

conservatively established by multiplying the K factor to the rated flow MCPR
f

limit. [
( )'

4. Stability Analysis
.

[ As indicated in the applicant's submittal NEDO-24268, operating along the
!

minimum forced recirculation line with one pump running at minimum speed is more
'

stable than operating with natural circulation flow only, but is less stable than

operating with both pumps operating at minimum speed.

The licensee will be required to operate in master manual to reduce the effects

of instabilities due to controller feedback. The staff has accepted 'reviousp

stability analyses results as evidence that the core can be operated safely while
,

our generic evaluation of BWR stability characteristics and analysis methods con-

tinues. The previous stability analysis results include natural circulation con-

ditions and thus bound the single loop operation. We conclude that with appropriate

limitations to recognize and avoid operating instabilities, the reactor can,

r

be operated safely in the single loop mode. Our evaluation of the flow / power'

'

| oscillations evidenced in Browns Ferry will continue and any conclusions resulting
i
'

from this study will be applied to PNPS-1.
- - - . . _ _
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SUMMARY ON SINGLE LOOP OPERATION
|

' '

1. Steady State Thermal Power Level will not exceed 50%

Operating at 50% power with appropriate T-S changes was approved on a long term

basis for the Duane Arnold Plant, Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 and Cooper Nuclear,

;

' Station (Safety Evaluation Reports (SER) dated November 19, 1981, May 15, 1981

and December 10 1981 respectively). Authorization for single loop operation ~for;

, extended periods was also given to Dresden Unit 2 and 3 and Quad Cities Units

1 and 2 (SER July 9,1981). It was concluded that for operation at 50%, power
J

transient and accident bounds would not be exceeded for these plants.
.

2. Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) Safety Limit will be Increased by 0.01 to
1.08 ,

The MCPR Safety Limit will be increased by 0.01 to account for increased uncertain-

ties in core flow and Traversing Incore Probe (TIP) readings. The licensee has re-

ported that this increase in the MCPR Safety Limit was addressed in GE reports

specifically for PNPS-1 for one loop operation. On the basis of previous staff reviews;.

a

for Duane Arnold, Cooper and Peach Bottom and on our review of plant comparisons we find

this analysis acceptable for PNPS-1.

J 3. Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO)
will be Increased by 0.01 (TEh. ' Spec. Table 3.11-1)for 8x8,'P8x8R Fuel Re' spec'tively

~ ~

'

The staff require that the operating limit MCPR be increased by '0.01 and multiplied

; by the appropriate two loop K factors that are 1.n the PNPS-1 T-S. This will precludef

an inadvertent flow increase from causing the MCPR to drop below the safety limit

MCPR. This was also approved by the staff for Peach Bottom 2 and 3.

4. The Maximum Average Planar Linear Heat Generation Rate (MAPLHGR) Limits will

be Reduced by Appropriate Multipliers

( The licensee proposed reducing the T-S MAPLHGR by 0.84 (8x8 fuel); and 0.84 (P8x8R)

for single loop operation. -These reductions were based on analyses by General

||
-

-
-

|

' '

- _ _ - - -. - _. . - . - .. - _ . - - - -
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Electric (GE) in reports NEDE 24011-P-A-1 and NEDO 24268. The Peach Bottom units
i

were allowed to operate with their MAPLHGR values reduced by factors of ~ 0.83

and 0.81 for an unlimited period of time for the two typessof fuel listed above.'

5. The APRM Scram and Rod Block Setpoints and RBM Setpoints will be Reduced

The licensee proposed to modify the two loop APRM Scram, Rod Block and Rod Block

Monitor (RBM) setpoints to account for back flow through half the jet pumps. The

' changes were based on plant specific analyses by GE. These setpoints equations
~

will be changed in the PNPS-1 T-S. The above changes are similar to the Peach Bottom

T-S changes and are acceptable to the staff.
-

.

6. The-Suction Valve in the Idle Loop is Closed and Electrically Isolated

The licensee will close the recirculatiion pump suction valve and remove power from

the valve. In the event of a loss of coolant accident this would preclude partial

[ loss of LPCI flow through the recirculation loop degrading the intended LPCI per-

formance. The removal of power also helps to preclude a start up of an idle loop
!

1 transient.
t

7. The Equalizer line between the loops will be Isolated

The licensee will close appropriate valves in the cross-tie (equalizer) line be-1

i
tween the loops. The previously discussed analysis assumed the two loops were;

isolated. Therefore, it is required that the cross-tie valve be closed.

.

8. The Recirculation Control will be in Manual Control
l

The staff requires that the licensee operate the recirculation system in the

manual mode to eliminate the need for control system analyses and to reduce the

; effects of potential flow instabilities. This was also required of Peach Bottom.

*

,

,- s .,- - . , , , , . . --- - ~ , - - , . , , - - , - - - , . , , - -wm-,e - - - , - . . , , - - -e .,-m .r-. ,-.-,,-w ,, e.,--,- -e. I
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9. Surveillance Requirements

k The staff requires that the licensee perform daily surveillance on the jet pumps

to ensure that the pressure drop for one jet pump in a loop does not vary from

the mean of all jet pumps in that lo.op by more than 5%.

Provisions to Allow Operation with One Recirculation Loop out of Service

1. The steady-state thermal power level will not exceed 50% of rated
.

2. The Miriimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) Safety Limit will be increased

by .01 to 1.08 (T.S. 1.1A)

3. The MCPR Limiting Condition for Operation (LC0) will be increased by 0.01

.(Tech. Spec. Table 3.11-1)for 8x8 and P8x8R, fuel respectively', by, ,,

4. The Maximum Average Planar Linear Heat Generation Rate (MAPLHGR) limits will

be reduced by multiplying 0.84, and 0.84 for 8x8, P8x8R fuel respectively

(T.S. reference 3-12-1)
[ 5. The APRM Scram and Rod Block Setpoints and the RBM Setpoints, shall be reduced

~

to read as follows:

T.S. 2.1.A.1 S _ ( .65W + 51.7% )

T.S. 2.1.A.1* S __ ( .65W + 51.7%) FRP/MFLPD

T.S. 2.1.A.3 S _ ( .65W + 38.7% )

T.S. 2.1.A.3* S _ ( .65W + 38.7% ) - FRP/MFLPD

T.S. 3.2.c. '

APRM Upscale ,_(.65W + 38.7%) FRP/MFLPD
.

RBM Upscale _(.65W + 38.7%) FRP/MFLPD

6. The suction valve in the ille loop is closed and electrically isolated until

the idle loop is being prepared for return to service.

7. APRM flux noise will be measured once per shift and the recirculation pump

speed will be reduced if the flux noise exceeds 5-percent peak to peak.

8. The c9re plate delta noise be measured once per shift and the recirculation

pump speed will be reduced if the noise exceeds 1 psi peak to peak.

h-owuomo.aw
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Therefore, based upon the above evaluation and a history of successful operation

of other BWRs of the same type as PNPS-1 we conclude that single-loop operation of

PHPS-1 up toapower level of 50% and in accordance with the proposed TSs will not ,

exceed the accident and transient bounds previously found acceptable by the
.

NRC staff and is therefore acceptable.

.

The approval for single loop operation up to a power level of 50% is authorized

during cycle 6 only.
.

(s
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QI MEMTnANDUM FOR: Themis P. Speis, Assistant Director for Reactor Safety, DSI

FROM: Geiald Nazetis, Acting Chief, Reactor Systems Branch, DSI
4

/ SUBJECT: BWR SINGLE LOOP OPERATION - STATUS REPORT

|-
; Under multiplant action Item E-04, there are 11 plants which involve single

< . i' loop operation (SLO) the status of each plant is given below..f

i SER Licensing
Plant Issued for 50% Amendment
Name Operation Issued

.

1. Dresden-2 July 9, 1981 Yes
2. Dresden-3 July 9, 1981 Yes
3. Quad Cities-1 July 9, 1981 Yes ,

4. Quad Cities-2 July 9, 1981 Yer
5. Peach Bottom-1 May 15, 1981 Yes
6. Peach Bottom-2 May 15, 1981 Yes
7. Duane Arnold November 19, 1981 No
8. Cooper December 10, 1981 No

M. Pilgrim-1 December 15, 1981 No

. b,h 10' Brunswick-2 Waiting For Additional
4\ Information from the

\'[\ Licensee,

11. Brunswick-1 Licensee Has Not Requested
For SLO at 50% -

Duane Arnold initially requested for 82% of rated power operation with SLO.
Since we are allowing operation only up to 50% with SLO, Duane Arnold came
with a new request es suggested by PM for 50% on December 18, 1981. Licensing
amendment is expected to be issued for Duane Arnold this month.

Pilgrim-1 and Cooper also requested for 72% of rated power operation with
SLO.

Since we are permitting only 50% of rated power operation with SLO, project
managers required the licensee to send new requests for 50% operation.
Licensing amendments will be issued after the receipt of licensee's new

,

requests.

Brunswick-2 SER can be issued only after we get the additional information
we requested on October 9, 1981. We already contacted CP&L for the additional
information. We expect to get the information soon. CP&L is expected to
apply for Brunswick-1 SLO in 1982. We will act on the request as and when
re,ceived.

gggmas
'

ONTACT: ,

Mr !
,

.
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Tinects P. Spets -2- ' %.~' ''

As a follow up to the Browns Ferry-1 meeting with GE on SLO, questions were
forwarded to T. Novak by memo dated January 15, 1982 from T. Speis for
sending to GE and the utility group.

/s -

/ /A S
'' Geral Ma etd, Acting Chief --

Reactor Systems Branch
Division of Systems Integration

cc: W. Hodges
G. Mazetis
K. Eccleston
B. Siegel , -

R. Clark
J. VanVliet
G. Thomas ,

T. Marsh.

C. Berlinger
R. Mattson

(g< b d CS0

.
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" 9"bocketNos.: 50-259/260/296

MEMORANDUM FOR: Gus C.,Lainas, Assistant Director for Operating
Reactors, Division of Licensing

FR0!i: Themis P. Speis' Assistant Director for Reactor Safety,

DWision ~of Syste5s Integration
*

- - .; e

SUBJECT: SAFETY EVALUATION OF BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLART UNITS
~

1, 2. AND 3 SINGL'E LOOP OPERATION-

'

Piant Name: Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Units 1, 2 and 3
Docket Num6ers: 50-259/260/296
NSSS Supplier: General Electric
Responsible Branch: ORB-2
Pro.fect Manager: R. Clark
Review Status: Complete

Enclosed is the Safety Evaluation Report to permit Browns Ferry Plant
Units 1, 2 and 3 to operate on a single loop with power limited to 50%.
This completes three actions under multiplant item E-04. . (TAC #48131,
48132and48133).

Thermal hydraulics and stability ' analysis sections of the SER will be
. provided by Core Performance Branch separately.

Orisina) signed By
Themis P. speis

Themis P. Spets Assistant Director
- for Reactor Safety

Division of Systems Integration
Enclosure: As stated

'

cc: R. Mattson C. Berlinger
R. Capra L. Phillips

T. Marsh G. Schwenk
G. Mazetis Richard Clark
N. Lauben D. B. Yassallo

-

G. Thomas.X29445p
CONTACT:

-
*
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ENCLOSURE
*

SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT N-1 LOOP OPERATION I
i

,

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1, 2, AND 3 (BFNP-1, 2, 3)

. .

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The current BFNP-1, 2, and 3 Technical Specification do not allow plant,

operation beyond 24 hours if an idle recirculation loop cannot be

returned to service. The ability to operate at reduced' power with a--

single loop is highly desirable from availability / outage planning

standpoint ,in the event that maintenance or component unavailability-

rendered one loop inoperable.
*

.

By letter dated March 4,1982, Tennessee Valley Authority (the licensee)
.

requested changes to the Technical Specification for Single Loop
- Operation of BFNP-1, 2, and 3. The requested changes would permit

BFNP-1, 2 and 3 to operate at up to 50% of rated power with one

, recirculation loop out of service for unlimited time. While analyses

indicate that it may be safe to operate BWRs on a single loop in the

range higher than 50% of rated power, the experience (reference letter

from L. M. Mills, TVA dated March 17, 1980 toH.Denton,NRC)atBrowns

Ferry Unit I has caused concern about flow and power oscillations.

However, because single loop operation at 50% rated power at several'

plants, including Browns Ferry Plant Unit-1, has shown to result in

acceptable flow and power characteristics, we will permit TVA to operate

at power levels up to 50% of rated with one loop out of service during

Cycle 5.
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If requested, we will reconsider operation at a higher power level for

BFNP-1, 2 & 3 with one recirculation loop out of service after staff

concerns stemming from Browns Ferry dnit 1~ single loop operation are
' ~

satisfied. --
- ' -

2 EVALUATION

2.1 Accidents (Other than Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) and
~

Transients Affected by One Recirculation Loop Out- of 6ervdcem --

'

2.1.1 One' Pump Seizure Accident

The license,e states that the one-pump seizure accident is r relativeTy

mild event during two recirculation pump operation. Similar analyses

were perfomed to determine the impact this accident would have on one

recirculation pump operation. These analyses were performed using NRC

approved models for BFNP-1. The analyses were conducted from
.

steady-state operation at tha following initial conditions, with the

added condition of one inactive recirculation loop. Two sets of initial

, conditions were assumed:

a. Thermal Power = 75% and core flow = 58% of rated

b. Thermal Power = 82% and core flow = 56% of rated

These conditions were chosen because they represent reasonable upper

limits of single-loop operation within existing Maximum Average L
~

ar

Heat Generation Rate (MAPLHGR) and Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR)

limits at the same maximum pump speed. Pump seizure was simulated by

setting-the single operating pump speed to zero instantaneously.
,

e

.
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The anticipated sequence of events following a recirculation pump

seizure which occurs during plant operation with the alternate

recirculation loop out of service is as follows:

a. The recirculation loop flow in the loop in"which the pump

seizure occurs drops instantaneously to zero,

b. Core voids increase which results in a negative reactivity

insertion and sharp decrease in neutron flux.

-:- c. Heat flux drops more slowly because of the-fuel time + constant.

d. Neutron flux, heat flux, reactor water level, steam flow, and

-- feedwater flow all exhibit transient behaviors. However, it is

not anticipated that the increase in water level will cause a

turbine trip and result in scram.-

1

| It is expected that the transient will terminate at a condition of

natural circulation and reactor operation will continue. There will

also be a small decrease in system pressure. *

.-

The licensee concludes that the MCPR for the pump seizure accident for

BFNP-1 was determined to be greater than the fuel cladding integrity

safety limit; therefore, no fuel failures were postulated to occur as a

result of this analyzed event. These results are applicable to Browns

Ferry Nuclear Plant Units 2 and 3.
.

2.1.2 Abnormal Transients

2.1.2.1 a. Idle Loop Startup
;

The idle loop startup transient was anlayzed, in the BFNP-1, 2 & 3 FSAR,

with an initial power of 68%. The licensee is to operate at no greater

.

1

- - -, , . . - ----
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than 50% power with one loop out of service. Add.itionally, the

Techt.ical Specifications are being modified to require that, during

single loop operation, the suction valve in the idle loop be shut and

electrically disconnected. These measures are being taken to preclude

startup of an idle loop.

b. Flow Increase . : .

For single-loop operation, the rated condition steady: state-M'CPRilimit
-

is increased by 0.01 to accou'nt for increased uncertiinties in the core

total flow and Traversing In-core Probe (TIP) readings. 'The'MCPR will

vary depending on flow conditions. This leads to the possibility of a

large inadvertent flow increase which could cause the MCPR to decrease
i

below the Safety Limit for a low initial MCPR at reduced flow

conditions. Therefore, the required MCPR must be increased at reduced

core flow by a flow factor K The K factors are derived assuming bothf, f

recirculation loop pumps increase speed to the maximum permitted by the

J scoop tube position set screws. These conditions maximize the power ,

(Q / increase and hence maximum MCPR for transients initiated from less

than rated conditions. When or'e5 dng on one loop the flow and power( ,

' \ increase will be less thar P: W Ad with two pumps increasing speed,
D{(f therefore, the K factors cerived from the two-pump assumption are

'

f
f \

conservative for single-loop operation.-

|

Ic. Rod Withdrawal Error
,

The rod withdrawal error at rated power is given in the FSAR for the
-

1

inital core and in cycle dependent reload supplemental submittals.

These analyses are performed to demonstrate that, even if the operator
.

m,__ ,__ __ , _- , e- -- - - - , , - - - --v-n'- r v- ~ ~'''* n '' ' ' "'''' " ' *
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ignores all instrument indications and the alarm which could occur -

during the course of the transients, the rod block system will stop rod

withdrawal at a minimum critical power ratio which is higher than the

fuel cladding integrity safety limit. Correction of the rod block

equation and lower initial power for single-loop operation assures that

the MCPR safety limit is not violated.

-

One-pump operation results in backflow through 10 of the:20 jet pumps i

while flow is being supplied to the lower plenum from the active jet

pumps. Because of this backflow through the inactive jet pumps the

present rod-block equation and APRM settings must be modified. The

licensee has modified the two-pump rod biock equation and APRM settings

that exist in the Technical Specification for one-pump operation and the

staff has found them acceptable.

The' staff finds that one loop transients and accidents other than LOCA,

, . which is di.scussed below, are bounded by the two loop operation analysis

and are therefore acceptable.

2.2 Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)

The licen'see has contracted General Electric Co. (GE) to perform single

loop operation analysis for BFNP-1, 2 & 3 LOCA. The licensee states
.

that evaluation of these calculations (that are performed according to

the procedure outlined in NED0-20566-2, Rev. 1) indicates that a

muliplier of 0.70 (7x7 fuel), 0.83 (8x8 fuel), 0.82 (8x8R Fuel) 0.82

(P8x8R fuel) (Ref: - NEDE 24236 May 1981) should be applied to the

MAPLHGR limits for single loop operation of BFNP 1, 2 & 3.

.

-- - -- . _ ._, _ _ _ . _
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We find the use of these MAPLHGR multipliers to be acceptable.

3. SUMMARY ON SINGLE LOOP OPERATION

1. Steady State Thermal Power Level will not exceed 50%

Several BWRs have previously been authorized to operate for a short

period of time with one recirculation loop. In all but one case,

power level has been limited to 50 percent; the one exception was

Browns Ferry Unit No. 1. On September 29, 1978,-based on analyses

performed for TVA by the Gene'ral Electric Company (GE), we ~

authorized TVA to operate Browns Ferry 1 for about two months at

power levels up to 82 percent of full rated power. During power

ascension with Browns Ferry 1 in single loop operation, jet pump

flow variations were noted in the active loop above a pump speed of

65 percent of rated flow (about 59 percent of rated powe.r).

Whenever TVA tried to iricrease the power level above this point,

they noted variations in jet pump flow, neutron flux, and related

parameters. Accordingly, TVA administratively limited Browns Ferry
,

Unit 1 operation to les:: than 60 percent for the approximately two

months the unit operated on a single loop.
,

While analyses indicate that it should be safe to operate BWRs on a

single loop in the range of 8'S percent of rated power, theI
,

experience at Browns Ferry Unit I has raised concerns about

authorizing single loop operation for BWRs above 50 percent rated

power until there is a better understanding of what may have caused
v

the variations in this facility.

| -

,

)
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Operating at 50% power with appropriate T-S changes was approved on-

a long term basis for the Cooper Nuclear Station, Duane Arnold

Plant and Peach Bottom Units 2 and 3 (Safety Evaluation Reports

(SER) dated December 10, 1981, November 19, 1981 and May 15, 1981

respectively). Authorization of single loop operation for extended

periods was also given to Dresden Unit 2 and 3 and Quad Cities

Units 1 and 2 (SER July 9,1981). It was concluded that for

operation at 50% power, transient and accident bounds would not bee

exceeded for these plants.
,

4

2. ' Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) Safety Limit will be
'

- Increased by 0.01 to 1.08

The MCPR Safety Limit will be increased by 0.01 to account for

increased uncertainties in core flow and Traversing Incore Probe

- (TIP) readings. The licensee has reported that this increase in
,

the MCPR Safety Limit was addressed in GE reports specifically for.

SFNP-1, 2 & 3 for one loop operation. On the basis of previous
,

staff reviews for Cooper, Duane Arnold and Peach Bottom and our

review of plant comparisons we find this analysis acceptable for

BFNP-1, 2 & 3.

3. Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) Limitino Condition for

Operation (LCO) will be Increased by 0.01.

The staff require that the operating limit MCPR be increased by

0.01 and multiplied by the appropriate two loop K factors that are
f

! in the BFNP-1, 2 & 3 T-S. This will preclude an inadvertent flow

I. -
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increase from causing the MCPR to drop below the safety limit MCPR.

This was also approved by the staff for Peach Bottom 2 and 3.

4. The Maximum Average Planar Linear Heat Generation Rate

(MAPLHGR) Limits will be Reduced by Appropriate Multipliers

The licensee proposed reducing the T-S MAPLHGR by 0.70 (7x7 fuel); I

0.83 (8x8 fuel); 0.82 (8x8R) and 0.82 (P8x8R) for single loop

operation. These reductions were based on a~nalyses by General

Electric (GE) in reports NEDE' 24011-P-A-1 and NEDO 24236. The

Peach Bottom units were allowed to operate with their MAPLHGR

values reduced by factors of 0.71, 0.83, and 0.81 for an unlimited

period of time for the first three types of fuel listed above.

.

5. The APRM Scram and Rod Block Setpoints will be Reduced

The licensee proposed to modify the two loop APRM Scram, Rod Block

and Rod Block Monitor (RBM) setpoints to account for back flow

through half the jet pumps. The changes were based on plant,

specific anlayses by GE. These setpoints equations will be changed

in the BFNP-01, 2 & 3 T-S. The above changes' are similar to the

Peach Bottom T-S changes and are acceptable to the staff.

6. The Suction Valve in the Idle Loop is Closed and Electrically-

Isolated

The licensee will close the recirculation pump suction valve and

remove power from the valve. In the event of a loss of coolant
.

accident this would preclude partial loss of LPCI flow through the

recirculation loop degrading the intended LPCI performance. The
"

l
i
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MEliORANDUM FOR: Gus C. Lainas, Assistant-Director for Operating
Reactors, Division of Licensing

FROM: Themis P. Speis, Assistant Director for Reactor Safety
Division of Systems Integration
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SUBJECT: SAFETY EVALUATION OF !!0!!TICELLO NUCLEAR GENERATING,

PLANT SINGLE LOOP OPERATION

Plant Name:- Monticello Nuclear Generating Plant
Docket Numbers: 50-263
NSSS Supplier: General Electric ,

Responsible Branch: - ORB-2
Project flanager: H. Nicolaras
Review Status: Complete

Enclosed is the Safety Evaluation Report to permit Monticello !!uclear
Generating Plant to operate on a single loop with power limited to 50%.
This completes one action under multiplant item E-04. (TAC!48646)

Original signed by1,
.

Themis P. Speis, Assistant Director
for Reactor Safety

Division of Systems Integration
Enclosure: As stated i
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ENCLOSURE
~

SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT N-1 LOOP OPERATION

MONTICELLO NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The current Monticello Technical Specifications do not allow plant

operation beyond 24 hours if an idle recirculation loop can not be

returned to service. The ability t'o operate at reduced power with a

single loo'p is highly desirable from an availability / outage planning

standpoint,in the event that maintenance or component unavailability

renders one loop inoperable.

.

By letter dated July 2,1982, Northern States Power Company (NSP) (the

licensee) requested changes to the Technical Specification for Single
' Loop Operation of Monticello. The requested changes would permit

Monticello to operate at up to 50% of rated power with one recirculation

loop out of service for unlimited time. While analyses indicate that it

may be safe to operate BWRs on a single loop in the range higher than

50% of rated power, the experience (reference letter from L. M. Mills,

TVA dated March 17, 1980 to H. Denton, NRC) at Browns Ferry Unit 1 has

caused concern about flow and power oscillations. 'However, because

single loop operation at 50% rated power at several plants, including
*

Browns Ferry Plant Unit-1, has shown to result-in acceptable flow and
~

pcwer characteristics, we will percit NSP to operate at power levels up

to SC1 cf rated with or.e loop out of service, during Cycle 10.s

'

]
-
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If requested,-we will . reconsider operation at a higher power level for -

a. .

Monticello with one recirculation loop out of service after staff
>

concerns stemming from Browns Ferry - Unit 1 single loop operation are

satisfied.
.

4

. 2 EVALUATION . ..

'

2.1 Accidents (Other than Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)) and

Transients Affected by One Recirculation Loop Out of Service

2.1.1 One> Pump Seizure Accident *

The licensee states that the one-pump seizure accident is a relatively

mild event during two recirculation pump operation. Similar analyses
|

'
'

were performed to determine the impact this accident would have on one

recirculation pump i ?eration. These analyses were performed using NRC

approved models for a large core BWR/4 plant. The analyses-were

conducted from steady-state operation at the following initial

conditions, with the added condition of one inactive recirculation loop.

Two sets of initial conditions were assumed:

a. Thermal Power = 75% and core flow = 58% of rated

b. Thermal Power = 82% and core flow = 56% of rated

These conditions were chosen because they represent reasonable upper

limits of single-loop operation within existing Maximum Average Linear

Heat Generation Rate (MAPLHGR) and Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR)

limits at the same maximun pump speed. Pump seizure was simulated by

setting the single operating pump speed to zero instantaneously.
I
|

,
.

|

|
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The anticipated sequence of events following 'a " recirculation pump ~

seizure which occurs during plant operation with the alternate

recirculation loop out of service is 'as follows:

The recirculation loop flow in the loop in which the pumpa.

seizure occurs drops instantaneously to zero.

b. Core voids increase which resu.lts in a negative reactivity.

~ ~

insertion and sharp decrease in neutron flux,

Heat flux drops more slowly because .of the fuel time constant.c.

d. Neutron flux, heat flux, reactor water level, steam flow, and

feedwater flow all exhibit transient behaviors. However, it is

not anticipated that the increase in water level will cause a

turbine trip and result in scram.

It is expected that the transierit will terminate at a condition of
', natural circulation and an orderly reactor shutdown will be

accomplished. There will also be a small decrease in system pressure.-

The licensee concludes that the MCPR for the pump seizure accident for

the large core BWR/4 plant was determined to be greater than the fuel

cladding integrity safety limit; therefore, no fuel failures were

postulated to occur as a result of this analyzed event. These results
.are applicable to Monticello.

2.1.2 Abnormal Transients

2.1.2.1 a. Idle Loco Startuo
. .

The idle loop startup transient was anlayzed, in the Monticello FSAR,

with an initial power of 60%. The licensee is to operate at no greater
.

1

i
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than 50% power with one loop out of service. Additionally, the
~

Technical Specifications are being modified to require that, during

single loop operation, the suction valve in the idle loop be shut and

electrically disconnected. These measures are being taken to_ preclude

startup of an idle loop.

. . .. ...

b. Flow Increase

For single-loop operation, the rated condition steady-state MCPR limit
.

is increased by 0.01 to account for increased uncertainties in the core

total flow and Traversing In-core Probe (TIP) readings. The llCPR will

vary depending on flow conditions. This leads to the possibility of a
,

.

large inadvertent flow increase which could cause the MCPR to decrease

below the Safety Limit for a low initial MCPR at reduced flow

conditions. Therefore, the required MCPR must be increased at reduced

core flow by a flow factor K The K factors are derived assuming bothf, f

recirculation loop pumps increase speed to the maximum permitted by the

scoop tube position. set screws. This condition maximizes the power
,

increase and hence maximum a MCPR for transients initiated from less

than rated conditions. When operating on one loop the flow and power

increase will be less than associated with two pumps increasing speed,

therefore, the K factors derived from the two-pump' assumption are
f

conservative for single-loop operation.
,

_

c. Rod Withdrawal Error
~

The rod withdrawal error at rated power is gi,ven in the FSAR for the

inital core and in cycle dependent reload supplemental submittals.

These analyses are performed to demonstrate that, even if the operator

.
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ignores all instrument indications and the alarm'which could occur ~

during the course of the transients, the rod block system will stop rod

withdrawal at a minimum critical power ratio which is higher than the,

fuel cladding integrity safety limit. Correction of the rod block

equation hnd lower initial power for single-loop operation assures that '

the MCPR safety limit is not violated. --

. .

_
One-pump operation results in backflow through 10 of the 20 jet pumps

while flow is being supplied to the lower plenum from the active jet

pumps. Bedause of this backflow through the inactive jet pumps the .

present rod-block equation and APRM settings must be modified. The

licensee has modified the two-pump rod block equation and APRM settings

that exist in the Technical Specification for one-pump operation and the

staff has found them acceptable.
.

The staff finds that one loop transients and accidents other than LOCA,

which is discussed below, are bounded by the two loop operation analysis '

and are therefore acceptable.

2.2 Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)

The licensee has contracted General Electric Co. (dE) to perform single

loop operation analysis for Monticello LOCA. The licensee states that

evaluation of these calculations (that are performed according to the

procedure outlined in i;ED0-20566-2, Rev. 1) indicates that a muliplier

of 0.85 (8x8 fuel), 0.85 (8x8R Fuel) 0.85 (P8x8R fuel) (Ref: - flEDE

24271 June 1980) should be applied to the MAPLHGR limits for single loop d

operation of Monticello.
.

*
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[ table.
We find the use of these MAPLHGR multipliers to be, accep

,

THERMAL HYDRAULIC 5_3.
The licensee has confirmed that analysis uncertainties arel
independent of whether flow is provided by two toops or sing e

The only exceptions to this are core total flow and TIP~

loop.
,,

.

The effect of these uncertainties is an increase in thereading. factor required at
MCPR by .01, which is more than offset by the Kf

-

The steady state operating MCPR with single-loop.

low flows. li the K

operation will be conservatively established by multip y ng
f

f actor to the rated flow MCPR limit.
.

.

.

SThBILITYANALYSIS_ i4. operat ng
As indicated in the applicant's submittal NE00-24271,

'

ig

along the minimum forced recirculation line with one pump runn n
4

l
at minimum speed is more stable than operating with natura

'

ith both
cir'culation flow only, but is less stable than operating w-

pumps operating at minimum speed.

duce

The licensee will be required to operate in master manual to re
dback. The staff

the effects of instabilities due to controller feethat
has accepted previous stability analyses results as evidence

i valuation of BWR
the core can be operated safely while our gener c e

,

The~

stability characteristics and analysis methods continues.:
i lation

previous stability analysis results include natural c rcuIn addition,-

| conditions and thus bound the single loop operation.
I i llo shows

the decay ratio (.62) predicted for cycle 10 of Mont ce
'

'

~ -. ___
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margin relative to Browns Ferry #1 (.83) 'which had the flow noise

oscillations during SLO. We' conclude that with appropriate .

'

limitations to recognize-and avoid operating instabilities, that

the reactor can be operated safely in the single loop mode. Our :

evaluation. of the flow / power oscillations evidenced in Browns Ferry
'will continue and any pertinent conclusions resulting from this:+-

study will be applied to Monticello.

5. . SUMMAjtYON'SINGLELOOPOPERATION

'

1. Steady State Thermal Power Level will not exceed 50%
-

.

Operating at 50% power with appropriate T-S changes was approved on

a long term basis for the Duane Arnold Plant, Peach Bottom Units 2

and 3, Pilgrim-1 and Cooper Nuclear Station (Safety Evaluation

Reports (SER)datedNovembe'r 19, 1981, May 15, 1981, December 15,
,

1981, and December 10, 1981 respectively). Authorization for.

single loop operation for extended periods was also given to

Dresden Unit 2 and 3 and Quad' Cities Units 1 and 2 (SER' July 9,

1981). It was concluded that for operation at 50%, power transient

and accident bounds would not be exceeded for these plants.
,

2. Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) Safet Limit will be
'

Increased by 0.01 to 1.08

The MCPR Safety Limit will be increased by 0.01 to account for

in' creased uncertainties in core flow and Traversing Incore Probe

(TIP) readings. The licensee has repor,ted that this increase in

the MCPR Safety Limit was addressed in GE reports specifically for
i

i Monticello for one loop operation. On the basis of previous staff
| *

; :
,

!
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reviews for Pilgrim-1, Cooper, Duane Arnold'and Peach Bottom and
'

,

our review of plant comparisons we find this analysis acceptable

for Monticello.

3. Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) Limiting Condition for

Operation (LCO) will be Increased by 0.01..

The staff require that the operating limit MCPR be increased by

0.01 and multiplied by the appropriate two loop K factors that are
f

in the Monticello T-5. This will preclude an inadvertent flow

increase from causing the MCPR to drop below the safety limit MCPR.

This was also approved by the staff for Peach Bottom 2 and 3.

.

4. The Maximum Average Planar Linear Heat Generation Rate

(MAPLHGR) Limits will be Reduced by Aopropriate Multipliers

The licensee proposed reducing the T-S MAPLHGR by 0.85 (8x8 fuel);

0.85 (8x8R) and 0.85 (P8x8R) for single loop operation. These

reductions were based on analyses by General Electric (GE) in

reports NEDE 24011-N A-1 and NEDO 24271. The Peach Bottom units

were allowed to operate with their MAPLHGR values reduced by

factors of 0.71, 0.83, and 0.81 for an unlimited period of time for
'the first three types of fuel listed above.

.

5. The APRM Scram and Rod Block Setpointr will be Reduced

The licensee proposed to modify the two loop APRM Scram, Rod Block

and Rod Eleck Monitor (RBM) setpuints to, account for back flow

through half the jet pumps. The changes were based on plant

specific anlayses by GE. These setpoints equations will be changed

.
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I in the Monticello T-S. The above changes are similar to the Peach ~

f Bottom T-5 changes and are acceptable to the staff.

7
6. The Suction Valve in the Idle Loop is Closed and Electrically

-Isolated

. The ifcensee will close the recirculation pump suction valve and

remove power from the valve. In the event of a loss of coolant

accident this would preclude partial loss of LPCI flow through the
'

recirculation loop degrading the intended LPCI performance. The

removal of power also helps to preclude a start up of sn idle loop

transient.

.

7. The Equalizer line between the loops will be Isolated

The licensee will close appropriate valves in the cross-tie
.

(equalizer)linebetweentheloops. The previously discussed

analysis assumed the two loops were isolated. Therefore, it is

required that the cross-tie valve be closed.
.

8. The Recirculation Control will be in Manual Control

The staff requires that the licensee operate the recirculation

system in the manual mode to eliminate the need for control system

analyses and to reduce the effects of potential flow instabilities.

This was.also required of Peach Bottom. -

.

9. Surveillance Recuirements
.

The staff requires that the licensee perform daily surveillance on

the jet pumps to ensure that the pressure drop for one jet pump in
.

._- - . _ . . - -
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a loop does not vary from the mean of all jit pumps in that loop by
'

more than 5%.

.

10. Provisions to Allow Operation with One Recirculation Loop out

of Service

1. .The steady-state thermal power-level will not exceed 50% of.

rated

2. The Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) Safety Limit will
:.

be increased by. 01 to 1.08 (T.S. 3.11C) '

3. The MCPR Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) will be

increased by 0.01
.

4. The Maximum-Average Planar Linear Heat Generation Rate

(MAPLHGR) limits will be reduced by multiplying 0.85 for

8x8, 8x8R, P8x8R fuel respectively (T.S. reference Table

3.11.1)

5. The APRM Scram and Rod Block Setpoints and the RBM

Setpoints, shall be reduced to read as follows:

T.S. 2.3.A.1 S < ( .65W + 55% -0.654 W)

T.S. 2.3.A.l* S < ( .65W + 55% -0.654 W)FRP/MFLPD

T.S. 2.3.B S < ( .65W + 43% .65a W)

T.S. 2.3.B* S < ( .65W + 43% -0.65a W)'
.

APRM Upscale f .65 + 43% -0.656 W)

RBM Upscale < ( .65W +c':3% - 0.65 a W)
,

*In the event that MFLPD exceeds FRP. ,. ,

.

W

'

> _ _
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6. The suction valve in the idle loop is closed and
"

,

electrically isolated until the idle loop is being prepared for

return to service.

t

7. APRM flux noise will be measured once per shift and the

recirculation pump- speed will be reduced if the flux noise5.

exceeds 5-percent peak to peak.

8. The core plate delta noise be measured once per shift and

the recirculation pump speed will be reduced if the noise

exceeds 1 psi peak to peak.

.

Therefore, based upon the above evaluation and a history of

successful operation of other BWRs of the same type as Monticello

we conclude that single-loop operation of Monticello up to a power

level of 50% and in accordance with the proposed TSs, will not

exceed the accident and transient. bounds previously found
.

acceptable by the NRC staff and 'is therefore acceptable.

The approval for single loop operation up to a power level of 50%

is authorized during cycle 10 only. '

.

We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above,

tha't: (1) because the amendment does not involve a significant
t.

, increase in the probability or consequen,ces of accidents previously
t

'

| considered or create the possibility of an accident of a type

different from any evaluated previously, and does not involve a
. .

p , _ . - ,.o. - - _ _ - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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significant decrease in a safety margin, the amendment does not ~

involve a significant hazards consideration, (2) there is
Ireasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public will

not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and (3) such

activities will be conducted in compliance with the Comission's

. regulations and the issuance of this. amendment will not be inimical
s

to the common defense and security or to the health and safety of

the public. .

.
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HEMORANDUM FOR: Themis P. Speis Assistant Director for Reactor Safety '

Division of Systec:s Integration-

FROM: Brian W. Sheron, Chief, Reactor Systems Branch, DSI

SUBJECT: BWR SINGLE LOOP OPERATION - STATUS REPORT #2 'i

Under multiplant action item E-04, there are 15 plants which involve
single loop operation (SLO) the status of each plant is given below.

SER Licensing
Plant Issued for 50% Amendment
Name Operation Issued Notes

1. Dresden-2 July 9, 1981 Yes
2. Dresden-3 July 9, 1981 Yes
3. Quad Cities-1 July 9, 1981 Yes
4. Quad Cities- July 9, 1981 Yes
5. Peach Bottom- May 15, 1981 Yes

Peach Bottom-f May 15, 1981 Yes
7. Duane Arnold November 19, 1981 No 1
8. Cooper December 10, 1981 - No 1
9. Pilgrim-1 December 15, 1981 No 1

10. Browns Ferry-1 August 16, 1982 No 1,2
11. Browns Ferry-2 August 16, 1982 No 1,2
12. Browns Ferry-3 August 16, 1982 No 1,2
13. Monticello September 10, 1982 No 1.
14. Brunswick-1 Being Reviewed, SER Due on November 1,1982 17 7 hg
15. Brunswick-2 Being Reviewed, SER Due on November 1,1982 g 7 . y- S ~4,__._

Notes Mf
1. Instrumention & Control review by EG&G, San Ranon Operations, CA is

not completed. Licensing amendnent will be issued after we get an
acceptable TER from EG&G.

2. CPB sections on thermal hydraulics and stability analysis are not
*

included in the SER submitted for Browns Ferry Units 1,2,83.

As a follow up to the Browns Ferry-1 necting with GE on single loop
operation, questions were forwarded to T. l'ovak by meno dated January
15, 1982 from T. Speis for sending to GE and the utility group.
Recently, approval was granted by G/.0 for sending the questions to the
licensees. Questions are expected to be sent to the individual

ft 91
-p .&J \
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licensees during first week of October 1982. Approval for single loop
operation at a power greater than 50% can be granted only after staff

I
concerns steming from Browns Ferry- Unit I single loop operation are
satisfied. ,

Original signed by:
j

Brian W. Sheron, Chief
Reactor Systems Branch, DSI

cc: R. Mattson
D. Vassalo
R. Clark
K. Eccelston
B. Sigel
J. VanV11et
H. Nicolaras
C. Berlinger
RSB Ssction Leaders
L. Phillips
G. Schwenk

Distribution
Central File
RSB R/F
RSB S/F: BWR
GThomas R/F
XXX
BSheron
WHodges
GThomas
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RSB R/F
', RSS Plant File: Brunswick DEC El 1332

GThomas R/F*

TSpeis
WHodges
BSheron
CBerlinger
GThomas

Docket 1:00.: 50-324/325

l'El'.3RA.*:DU!i FOR: Gus C. Lcints Assistant Director for Operating Reactors. D'.

FP,0!:: Themis P. Spais, Assistant Director for Reacter Safety, DSI

SUDJECT: SAFETY EVALUATIO.'l 0F BRU!iS!!ICK STEAli ELECTRIC PLA!.'T.,
UllIT NOS.1 AND 2 SIllG.E LOOP OPERATIO!!

Plant Name: Brunswick Steam Electric Plant, Unit 1 & 2 |( Docket Nuabers: 50 324/325
'

'

'

HSSS Supplier: General Electric ~

Responsible Branch: OR3 2
Project ibnager: J. VanVliet
Revieu Status: Complete

Enclosed is the Safety Evaluation Report to permit Brunswick Units 1 & 2

to operate on a single loop with power limited to 50%. This completes one

action under cultiplant item E-04. (TAC #46779).

O.-irjoal Si;ned By
Themis P. Speis

.

Themis P. Speis, Assistant Director
for Reactor Safety

Division of Systems Integration

Enclosure: As stated

cc: R. Pattson
L. Phillips

*

G. Schwenk
Richard Clark
D. B. Vassallo
T. Parsh
J. Rosenthal
H. Let6cn
J. VanVliet.

,
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j
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., ENCLOSURE*

JAI _ETY EVALUATION REPORT N-1 LOOP OPERATION

,B R.U,N_SyJ C K STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT (BSEp) _ Un' I T_ N O S . 1 82

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The current BSEP Technical Specifications do not allow plant
4

operation beyond 24 hours if an idle recirculation loop can not

be returned to service. The ability to operate at reduced
,

power with a single loop is highly de sirable' from availability /

outage planning standpoint in the event that maintenance,or
..

component unavailability rendered one loop inoperable.

'
.

By L.et.ter dated June 3r 1982 Carolina Power & Light C ompany (-CP&L)

(the licensee) requested changes to the Technical Specification
'

for Single Loop Operation of BSEP. The requested changes

would permit BSEP to operate at up to 50% of rated power'with '

one recirculation loop out of service for unlimited' time.
.

While analyses indicate that it may be safe to operate BWRs on a
s

single loop in the range higher than 50% of rated pobers the
~.

experience (reference letter from L. M. Millse TVA dated
March 17,1980 t o H . Denton, NRC) at Browns Ferry Unit 1 has

,

,

caused concern about flow and power oscillations. Howeverr
*

because single loop operation at 50% rated power at several

plants, including Browns Ferry Plant Unit 1r has sho,wn

acceptable flow and power characteristicsr we will permit CP&L

to operate at power level's up to 50% of rated with one loop out .

i

.
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. 'of service during cycles 3 and 5 for Units 1 and 2 respectively.
:*

If requestedi we will reconsider operation at a higher power ,.

Level for BSEP with one recirculation loop out of service after

staff concerns stemming from Browns Ferry - Unit 1 single loop

operation are satisfied.

.

2 EVALUATION
t

2.1 Accidents (Other than Loss of Coolant Accident (C0CA)

and Transients Aff-cted by One Recirculation Loop Out

of Service
.

2.1.1 One Pump Seizure Accident

| The licensee states that the one pump seizure accident is a.
,

relatively mild event during two recirculation pump operation.

Similar analyses were performed to determine the impact this

accident would have on one recirculation pump operation. These

analyses were performed using NRC approved models for a large
core BWR/4 plant. The analyses were conducted from st'ady statee

operation at the following initial conditionse with t,he added '

condition of one inactive recirculation loop. Two sets -of

initial conditions were assumed:
a. Thermal Power = 75% and core flow = 58% of rated
b. Thermal Power = 82% and core flow = 56% of rated-

.

These conditions were chosen because they represent : reasonable

upper limits of single-loop operation within existing Maximum

Average Linear Heat Generation R' ate (MALHGR) and Minimum Critical
1

Power Ratio (MCPR) Limits at the same maximum pump speed.
,

.
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Pu..c sei zure wa s simulated by setting the single operation pump
speed to zero instantaneously.

>

The anticipated sequence of events following a recirculation

p u.m p seizure which occurs during plant operation wi,th.the,
alternate recirculation loop out of service is as fotLows:

a. The recirculation loop flow in the Loop in which the

pump seizure occurs drops instantaneousty to zero.

b. Core void increase which results in a negative

reactivity insertion and sharp decrease.in neutrgn flux.
c. Heat flux drops more slowly because of the fuel time

,

constant.
,

d.. Neutron fluxi heat flux, reactor water leveli steam,.

flows and feedwater flow all exhibit transient
behaviors. Howevere it is not anticipated that the

increase in water level wilL cause a turbine trip and
,

result in scram.
.

*
*

.

4
It is expected that the transient wiLL terminate at a' condition

'.. .

of natural circulation and reactor operation wilL continue.

There wilL also be a smalL decrease in system pressure.
,
,

The Licensee concludes that the MCPR for the pump seizure,-

accident for the large core BWR/4 plant was determined to be

greater than the fuel cladding integrity safety Limit; thereforer

no fuel failures were postu' Lated to occur as a resbLt of this

.
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an'alyzed event. These results are applicable te BSEP.
.

2.1.2 Abnormal T r a n s t.en.t3
,

2.1.2.1 a. I,d L g _ L o o p . Star _ tup

The idle loop startup transient was analyzed, in the BSEP FSAR, i

with an initial power of 65%. The licensee is to operate at no

greater than 50% power with one loop out of service. Additionally,

the Technical Specifications are being modified to require thate

during' single loop operationi the suction valve in.the idle

locp be shut and electrically disconnected. These measures are

being taken to preclude startup of an idle loop. *

b. Flow Increase

For si$gle-loop operationi the rated condition steady state * MCPR

limit is increased by 0.01 to account for increased uncertainties

in the core total flow and Traversing In-core Probe (TIP)

readings. The MCPR will vary depending on flow conditions. This

leads to the possibility of a large inadvertent flow . increase

which could cause the MCPR to decrease below the Safety Limit for

a low inital MCPR at reduced flow conditions. Thereforer t,he

required MCPR must be increased at reduced core flow by a flow

factor K The K factors are derived assuming both recirculation
9 9

loop pumps increase speed to the maximum permitted by the scoop
.

tube position set screws. This condition maximizes the power

increase and hence maximum AMCPR for transients initiated from

less than rated conditions. When operating on one loop the

flow and power increase will be less than associated with two

,
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pumps increasing speeds thereforer the K factors derived fromg

two pump assumption are conservative for single loop operation.
'

.

.

c. Rod Withdrawal Error

The rod withdrawal error at rated power is given in the FSAR for
,

the initial core and in cycle dependent reload supplemental

submittals. These analyses are performed to demonstate thate

even if the operator ignores atL instrument indications and the
~

alarm which could occur during'the course of the tra siente the

rod block ' system will stop rod withdrawal at a minimum critical
.

| power ratip which is higher than the fuel cladding integrity
safety limit. Correction of the rod block equation and lower

initia,L, power for single-loop operation assures that the MCPR
,

' safety limit is not violated.

.

One pump operation results in backflow through 10 of the 20 jet

pumps while flow is being supplied to the Lower plenu'm from the
active jet pumps. Because of this backflow through the in etive

jet pumps the present rod-block equation and APRM settings must
'

be modified. The licensee has modified the two pump rod block

equation and APRM settings that exists in the Technical

Specification for one pump operation and the staff has found them
acceptable.

The staff finds that one loop transients and accidents other

than LOCAr which is discussed below, are bounded by the two loop
operation analysis and are therefore acceptable.

.
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2.2 Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)

The Licensee has contracted General Electric Co. (GE) to perform

single Loop operation analysis for BSEP LOCA. The licen,see

states that evaluation of these calculations (that are performed

according to the procedure outlined in NED0-20556-2, Rev.. 1)
'

indicates that a multiplier of 0.85 (Unit-i-8x8 fuetr 8x8R Fuel,

P8x8R Fuel) and 0.84 (Unit-2-7x7, 8x8Rr P8x8R), 0.85 (Unit-2-

8x8 Fuel) (Ref: - NEDE 24344 September 1981) should be applied

to the MAPLHGR Limits for single loop operation'of ESEP Units
.

1 and 2.' We find the use of these MAPLHGR multipliers to be
'

acceptable. -

3. THERMAL WYDRAULict

The licenseehasconfirmedthat analysis uncertainties are*

independent of whether flow is provided by two Loops or single
.

Loop. The onty exceptions to this are core total flow and TIP

reading. The effect of these uncertainties is an increase in

the MCPR by .01r which is more than offset by the K 9 factor
*

,

required at low flows. The steady state operating MQPR w'ith

single-loop operation wilL be conservatively established by, .

multiptying the K factor to the rated flow MCPR limit.
9

- ,

4. STABILITY ANALYSIS.

As indicated in the applicant's submittal NE00-24344r oEerating

atong the minimum forced recirculation Line with one pump

running at minimum speed .is more stable than operating with both
,

pumps operating at minimum speed.

\ . . . .
.
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The Licensee wilL be required,to operate in master manual to*

reduce the effects of instabilities due to controller feedback.
The staff has accepted previous stability analyses resul.ts as

evidence that the core can be operated safely while our generic

evaluation of BWR stability characteristics and analysis methods

continues. The previous stability analysis result's include

natural circulation conditions and thus bound the single Loop

operation. In additions the decay ratios (0.74, 0.73) predicted,

for Units 1 and 2 f or cycle 3 and 5 of BSEP Units 1, and 2
,

respectively shows margin relative to Browns Ferry #1 (.83) which

had the flow noise oscillations during SLO. We conclude'that with -

s

appropriate limitations to recognize and avoid operating

instabilities, that the reactor can be operated s'afeLy in the
"

single loop mode. Our evaluation of the flow / power oscilLa*tions

} evidenced in Browns Ferry wilL continue and any pertin,ent

conclusions resulting from this study wilL be applied to BSEP.

.

*

.

, .

5. SUMMARY _ON SINGL,E_L01 0PERATION '-
.

,

! 1. .S.t_e a d . S. t a,t e T. h.e. r..m.a. .l....P.o. w.e r. . L. e v.e l. .w..,i l L ,,n o t exceed 50%7.
, , _ , , . _ , , , , , , _

| Operating at 50% power with appropriate TS changes was approved

; on a cycle basis for Pilgrim 1, Cooper Nuclear Stati'on and *

!

Monticelto Nuclear Generating Station (Safety Evalution Reports,

(SER) dated December 15, 1981, December 10, 1981 and

September 10, 1982 respectively). Authorization for single

loop operation for extended periods was atso given to |

|
-

i

.
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Dresden Unit 2 and 3r Quad Cities Units 1 and 2, P e a c h. B o t t o e
'

Units 2 and 3 and Duane Arnold (SER July 9, 1981r SER

Nevenber 19e 1981). It was concluded that for operation' at 50%,

pc,er transient and accident bounc' would not be ex c eeded f or-

these plants.

.

2. Minimum Critical Powe,r.Ra.tio (MCPR) Safety
-.. .. . . . . . . . . - .

ILimit wilL b.e Increased by 0.01 t o 1.08

The MCPR Safety Limit wiLL be increased by 0.01 to account for-

increased uncertainties in core flow and Traversing Incore Probe
i

(TIP) readings. The licensee has reported that this increase in

the MCPR Safety Limit was addressed in GE reports specificalLy

for BS,EP for one Loop operation. On the basis of previous staff

reviews for Pilgrim 1r Cooperr Duane Arnolde Monticelto and,

Peach Bottom and our rev.iew of plant comparisons we find this |

| analysis acceptable for BSEP.
t

'

3. Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) Limiting

Condition ion,0E , ration (LCO) wiLLbhIncreased

b,y, 0. 01

The staff requires that the operating Limit MCPR be increased by

0.01 and multiplied by the appropriate two Loop K factors that
f

,

*

1

are in the BSEP TS. This wilL preclude an inadvertent flow

increase from causing the MCPR to drop below the sa'fety limit

MCPR. This was also approved by the staff for Peach Bottom 2 and

3.
!

.

.
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' .' 4. The Maximum Averace Planar Linear Heat Generation.

,

Rate (MAPLHGR) Limits will be Reduced by Aporopriate

Nottiotiers' ''

The licensee proposed reducing the'TS MAPLHGR by 0.85 (Unit-1-

8x8 Fuel, 8x8R Fuel, Px8x8R Fuel) and 0.84 (Unit-2 -7x7, 8x8Re

Px8x8R), 0.85 (Unit-2 8x8 Fue l) for Single Loop Operation. These

reductions were based on analyses by General Electric.(GE) in

r e po r t s NEDE 24011-P-A-1 and NEDO 24344. The Peach Bottom units

were allowed to operate with their MAPLHGR values reduced by

factors of 0.71, 0.83, and 0.81 for an unlimited period of time
,

for the first three types of fuel listed above.
*

* -

.

.

5. The APRM Scram and Red Block Setooints will be
.

Reduced
-

,

The licensee proposed to modify the two loop APRM Scrame Rod

. Block and Rod Block Monitor (RBM) setpoints to account.f'or back

flow through half the jet pumps. The changes were based on.

p l. a n t specific analyses by GE. These setpoints equati~ons will

be changed in the BSEP TS. The above changes are s;imilar to the
i

Peach Bottom TS changes and are acceptable to the staff *.
-

:

6. The Suction Valve in the Idle Looo is Closed and
.

-

Electrically Isolated

The licensee will close the recirculation pu,mp suction valve and
remove power from the valve. In the event of a loss of coolant

accident this would preclude partial loss of LPCI flow through

the recirculation loop degra' ding the intended LPCI performance.

*

.
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,.The removal of power aLso helps to preclude a start up of an

idle loop transient.
,

a

7. The Ecualizer line between the locos will be "

U pL3 *Jul .

The licensee will close appropriate valves in the cross-tie'

(equalizeH Line between the Loops. The previousty discussed

analysis assumed the two loops were isolated. Thereforer it is

required that the cross-tie valve be closed. .

.

.

8. The Recirculation Control will be in Manual
.

Control .

The staff requires that the' Licensee operate the recirculation

s,ystem .i,o the manual mode to eliminate the need for control system

analyses and to reduce the-effects of potential flow instabilities.
.

. This was also required of Peach Bottom.

9. Surveillance Reavirements

The staff requires that the licensee perform daily surv'eillance

on the jet pump s t o en su re, t ha t .t h e p r.e s.su re. d r op .'f b r -on e j e t

pump in a loop does not vary from the mean of all jet pumps i.n

that loop by more than 5%.

10. Provisions to Allow Ooeration with One
'

Recirculation Looo'dut of ' Service

1. The steady-state thermal power level will not exceed 50% of

rated

'

s
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,2 . ' The Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) Safety Limit wi L L,*

be increased by .01 t o 1.08 (T.S. 3.11C)

3. The MCPR Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) will be

increased by 0.01

4. The Maximum Average Planar Linear Heat Generation Rate

(MAPLHGR) Limits will be reduced.
-

.

Unit-1 (Ref: TS 3/4.2.1)
.

Fuel Type Reduction Factor

8x8 0.85

'

8x8R 0.85 -

.

P8x8R 0.85
-

.
,

Unit-2 (Ref: TS 3/4.2.1

! Fuel Tvoe Reduction Factor
'

... *
7x7 0.84

8x8 0.85 i

*

8x8R 0.84

P8x8R 0.84

5. The APRM Scram and Rod Block Setpoints and the RBM Setp.oints,

shall be reduced to read as follows: .

T.S. 3/4.2.2 S 5 ( .66W + 54% -0.66 A W) :

T.S. 3/4.2.2* S 1(.66W + 54% -0.66 aW)TPF(FRP)/MTPFCMFLPD)
l

T.S. 3/4.2.2 S 3(.66W + 42% .66 aW)
.

T.S. 3/4.2.2* S < C.65W + 42% -0.65 AW)TPF(FRP)/MTPF(MFLPD)_

APRM Upscale (.66 + 42% -0.66 AW)

RBM Upse' ale ( . 66W +41 % -0. 5 6 AW)

*In the event that MFLPD exceeds FRP.
,

.
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6. The suction valve in the idle loop is closed and electrically

isolated until the idle loop is being prepared for return to

service. ;

7. APRM flux noise will be measured once per shift and the

recirculation pump speed will be reduced if the flux noise

exceeds 5% peak to peak.

*

8. The core plate delta pressure noise be measured once per

shift and the recirculation pump speed will be reduced if
,

*

the noise exceeds 1 psi peak to peak.

Thereferer based upon the above evaluation and a history of
,

successful operation of other BWRs of the same type as BSEP we

conclude that single-loop operation of BSEP up to a power level
.-

of 50% and in accordance with the proposed TSsr will not exceed

the accident and transien,t bounds previously found acceptable by

the NRC staff and is therefore acceptable.

The approval for single loop operation up to a power level of

50% is authorized during cycle 3 for BSEP Unit #1 !an,d Cycle 5

BSEP Unit #2.

We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed abover
.

that: (1) because the amendment does not involve a significant

increase in the probability or consequences of accidents

previously considered or create the possibility of an accident

( of a type different from any eva'luated previously, and does not

involve a significant decrease in a safety margini the

.

O
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4mendment does not involve a significant hazards considerationi

(2) there is reasonable acsurance that t,he health and safety of

the public will not be endangered by operation i n the proposed

nannere and (3) such activ.ities will be conducted in compliance

with the Commission's regulations and the issuance of this

amendment will not be inimical to the common defense,and
~

security or to the health and safety of the public. ;
i
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